Kyoto Contemporary Project
古の都、京都で育まれてきた伝統的な工芸
品は「京もの」
と呼ばれ、人々に長らく親しまれ
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ASADA KAWARA FACTORY − 浅田製瓦工場

てきました。これを、よりモダンに、現代人が
普段の生活でも使えるような製品にしたい。
それが私たちの切なる願いでした。本プロジェ
クトの理念は、京ものの魅力を現代でも
使いやすいものとして伝えること。私たちの
製品から京都の職人の魂を感じ、味わって
頂けるよう、日々のものづくりに励んでおります。
「Kyoto Contemporary プロジェクト」は、
世界のクリエーションの中心地であるパリ、
そして伝統のものづくりの粋を極める京都を
軸としております。気鋭のフランス人デザイナ
ーと、京都の職人とのコラボレーションから、
それれの技術を結集した製品が生まれました。
京都の熟練の職人の技と心、
そしてパリの最
先端のデザインが融合した革新の世界へ、
皆さまをご招待致します。

excellent traditional crafts with a long history
are called Kyo-mono. Here, our mission is
to convey the charm of Kyo-mono and to
continue our effort to create products that
KOSEIDO − 弘誠堂

KOBORI BUTSUGU MFG. CO − 株式会社小堀

In Kyoto, the ancient capital of Japan, the

bring joy to people’s modern daily lives,
by applying these advanced and sophisticated
craftsmanship, and also by incorporating
contemporary design perspectives.
Kyoto Contemporary Project is based in the
center of creation - Paris, and the center
of traditional crafts - Kyoto. Through the
sincere collaborations between Parisian
designers and Kyoto artisans, we have now
created the products filled with their unique
techniques. We invite you to appreciate this
universe of innovations that symbolizes the

MOTOYAMA TATAMI SHOP − もとやま畳店

KUBO SHOJI CO., LTD. − 久保商事株式会社

harmony between the excellent artistry of
Kyoto and cutting-edge designs of Paris.

www.kyoto-contemporary.net
www.facebook.com/KyotoContemporary
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Supporter
京都商工会議所
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Contact
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Théophile Besson

Désormeaux/Carrette
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Graduated from the Ecole des Beaux-Arts in Saint-Etienne,

Désormeaux/Carrette studio is a collaboration between

Creating the value of sleep: Sleep Lab & Factory Daitou Shingu

Masahisa Asada, the third generation of Asada Kawara Factory. Being the

Théophile Besson had a first experience at the Maison

two french designers: Nathanaël Désormeaux and Damien

Founded in 1925. With the mission of “creating sleep and relaxation”, they

only manufacturer of Kyogawara today, he specializes in the creation of

Hermès, then a one-year residency at Les Ateliers de Paris,

Carrette. They work across a wide range of sectors including

develop items for improvement of sleeping environments through sleep

sculptural roof tiles called "onigawara". Not only conserving the traditional

to finally create his studio in 2008. His work gathers art and

furniture, lighting, consumer goods, interior design and

research and production of bedding items.

crafts, he is enthusiastic in introducing new techniques such as silk screen

design, to go beyond the boundaries of a predefined creative

exhibition design. Their approach takes its root in the

In the pursuit of optimum sleep environments, they offer a series of products

on the surface of tiles.

world. For each of his works, he selects a specific know-

sensitive considerations towards materials and industrial

such as comfortable bed linens, pajamas, and other home textiles, made

Collaboration with Théophile Besson opened up a new box of curiosity;

how of a craftsman (Limoges porcelain, Lisbon ceramics,

processes. They are driven by visual culture and pay a great

with cotton-gauze material safe for infants’ skin. This special textile is light

"how would Europeans react to this monotone material?" Together, they

buffalo leather...) and combines them with his creativity, to

care for the graphical composition.

enough to make you feel like wearing air. They produce not only bedding

developed a collection of wall decoration products, "Hinotori". French

make innovations happen.

traditional architecture, he says, are filled with colors and it is a challenge

www.desormeauxcarrette.com

and sleepwear but also beds and furniture made with pristine materials
for a premium relaxation environment. In collaboration with Désormeaux/

www.theophilebesson.com

sensitive products.

www.kyogawara.com

www.daitoushingu.com/kyowazarashi/en/

© Matthieu Gauchet

Carrette, they offer new ecologically minded spaces through the series of

tiles, into the European culture.

© Matthieu Gauchet

for him to introduce "Ibushi-gin", unique dark silver finish of Japanese roof

KOBORI BUTSUGU MFG. CO − 株式会社小堀

Atelier Pelpell

Elise Fouin

KOSEIDO − 弘誠堂

Established in 1775, Kobori is best known for the exceptional quality of its

Interior designers, Céline Pelcé and Géraud Pellottiero

Having a double degree in crafts and applied arts at Ecole

Koseido’s second generation, Yoshishige Tanaka works with the technique

Buddhist altar fittings produced for a number of famous Japanese temples.

created Atelier PelPell. Techniques and expertise that they

Boulle in goldsmith and furniture design, she became

called “Hyogu” which is to glue together many layers of washi papers. He

Their craftsmanship was certified by the Minister of Economy, Trade and

encountered at Ecole Boulle are a leitmotiv for the drawings

a designer, who thinks of the materials before thinking

applies his extensive experiences in restoring cultural properties such as

Industry of Japan. Woodworking, lacquering, gold-leafing, painting .... so

and design of their projects. They also gain their experiences

of the objects. She pays a particular attention to the

antique artworks and Buddhist temple paintings. While dedicating his daily

many techniques go into the creation of Buddhist altar fittings.

at the workshops of professional craftsmen and builders,

experimental research, to the behavior of materials and to

efforts to the preservation of over 100 year-old art pieces, he also applies his

In collaboration with Atelier Pelpell, they developed a modern Buddhist

with whom they develop the details and finishes in situ.

the manufacturing process. She likes to play with the tactile

skills to decorative products that suit today’s living environments.

altar made with fine artisanal techniques and suited to contemporary

Based on these experiences, they also organize collective

and sensitive qualities of the materials that she reinvents

Now, Koseido has teamed up with the designer and developed a lighting

lifestyles. With a simple and streamlined design, it can be used not only for

and multidisciplinary experimentations, at workshops and

with subtlety. She works with ceramists, cabinetmakers,

fixture ideal for modern interior spaces by pasting three-dimensionally

prayers but also as a shelf that enlivens interior spaces. There is a choice

cultural events with students and professionals.

carpenters, luxury brands and large retailers, in the fields of

constructed washi paper and silk fabric. The range of size and color can

space, product, furniture and lighting design.

easily be expanded, and it is possible to respond to custom orders. The

of 2 types; tabletop placement and wall-hanging. In coordination with the

www.pelpell.com

decorative wooden wall material "Komyo", which they developed last year,

www.elisefouin.com

synergy between Kyoto’s time-honored craftsmanship and fresh French

www.facebook.com/Koborienglish/

www.gengoro-kyoto.com

© Matthieu Gauchet

perspective brought this innovative lighting fixture.

© Gilles Leimdorfer

they are now able to offer interior decoration solutions.

Sophie Dalla Rosa

Astrid Hauton

MOTOYAMA TATAMI SHOP − もとやま畳店

Established in 1938, Kubo Shoji Co., Ltd. has consistently produced

Winner of the « Grand Prix de la Création de la Ville de

After her graduation from ENSI - Les Ateliers, Astrid

Established in 1916, Motoyama Tatami Shop celebrated its 100th

everything related to kimono. They work in all the levels of production

Paris » in 2007, Sophie Dalla Rosa is a "knitter". Graduated

Hauton moved to Vietnam and worked with local businesses

anniversary last year, and over the years has consistently made high-quality

from planning to manufacturing. Dedicated to maintain a positive stance

from les Arts Décoratifs of Strasbourg, she explores the

for three years to develop contemporary crafts. She also

tatami (straw and rush mat flooring) using exacting techniques passed

towards making great products, they carefully preserve Japan’s traditional

technical possibilities to create sculptural objects with

gathered a team of designers and led Future Living Studio, a

down through generations. In addition to their long-term community-based

spirit and techniques while creating products for the modern lifestyle. They

enigmatic shapes. Her works use small objects such as

temporary design studio based in Hanoi, then Phnom Penh.

business, they have also actively expanded overseas since 1998, and are

inherit and nurture the traditional aesthetics of kimono while pursuing a

pebbles as a wick and knit around to wrap it. Not only

Back in Paris, she develops her own collections of durable

working not only on traditional tatami flooring but also on development of

new ideal of beauty.

creating sculptural objects, she also creates accessories and

domestic objects, remarkable for their elegance and relevant

new products for new markets.

They produced a series of lampshades in collaboration with the art knit

jewelries in the same technique. Her creations are called, in

to the ingenuity of their manufacturing process. She also

In collaboration with Astrid Hauton, the tradition meets innovation through

creator Sophie Dalla Rosa, who manipulates a wide variety of threads and

French, "petits riens", "parasites" or "curiosités", meaning

supports innovative projects as a consultant in TechShop-

a set of functional, modular furniture pieces. The stacking unit is complete

spins out her own unique world. The lampshade "Musubi" makes use of the

small creations that influence the ways of interpreting

Ateliers Leroy Merlin, a collaborative maker-space. Her

with two stools and a table all with removal lids, the interior provides

variegated texture and quiet, rustic beauty of kumihimo (braided cord). Its

natural or urban environments.

design approach explores the ways to bridge between craft

discreet storage. Combining fresh design and time-honored craftsmanship,

and industry with a hint of refinement.

this minimalist set brings harmony to any space.

www.astridhauton.com

www.kyo-tatami.com

www.sophiedallarosa.com

© Matthieu Gauchet

www.ribbon.co.jp

© Matthieu Gauchet
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simple modern look is perfect for a premium-quality Japanese-style interior.

SAGARADEN NOMURA − 嵯峩螺鈿 野村

Pierre Charrie

Lily Alcaraz & Léa Berlier

STARRAIN − 西陣織テキスタイルブランドSTARRAIN

Since 1910, Sagaraden Nomura is proud to be the one and only workshop

After working for several studios, Pierre Charrié has built

Lily Alcaraz and Léa Berlier are textile designers gratuated

Starrain is an innovative brand that offers Nishijin-ori, one of Japan’s most

in Kyoto that produces and sells “raden” (traditional technique of seashell

a solid experience in product and furniture design since

from Duperré and ENSCI-Les Ateliers schools. In 2009, they

famous textiles with a 550-year history, made with the sakizome (prior dying

inlay) and Kyoto-style lacquerwork. They continue to produce these

his graduation from ENSCI - Les Ateliers. He now works

founded their design studio and weaving workshop in Paris

of thread before cloth is woven) technique. Nishijin-ori is a very delicate

items daily based on their philosophy of “commitment to the pursuit of

with companies, galleries and manufacturers, such as Ligne

where they combine know-how and research. Their expertise

fabric and features a wide range of patterns made with various processes that

luminosity and thinness of seashell.” Ultra-thin layers of 0.1 mm or less

Roset and Galerie MICA, on various projects and develops

on craft and industrial techniques allowed them to develop

showcase the techniques of skilled artisans. In the aim of expanding its market

are superimposed over and over again in an elaborate process resulting in

concepts of new sound and interactive objects. He focuses

several partnerships with textile companies for fashion and

worldwide, they have been working to develop this originally narrow-width

maximum durability and beauty that will endure over the ages.

on the sensorial features of objects that interact with the

decoration industries. They create new collections, textile

textile into a wide-width in order to broaden its range of applications.

Created in collaboration with Pierre Charrié, Vison-Visu is a stand mirror

direct environment and with the body. He has won the

environments, and patterns and weavings in various application

In collaboration with Lily & Léa, they developed new fabrics and wall

emerging from the Paris designer’s innovative and richly imaginative mind.

“Grand Prix de la Création de la Ville de Paris” in design

areas. Specialized in hand weaving, they imagine new fabrics

decorations made with original patterns. The distinctive fine gradations of

The symmetrical design utilizes the reflectivity of the mirrored material

senior category.

and unique hand-made pieces woven on their looms. For

Nishijin textiles enliven interior spaces. They created new wall panels with

architects and decorators, they realize special orders involving

three types of tiles (Nishijin-ori, wood and solid color) that users can freely

craftsmanship of the product, but also the space that the product inhabits.

materials and colors dedicated to unique projects.

combine to enjoy the original patterns and shapes.

www.sagaraden.com/en

www.lilyetlea.fr

www.starrain-jp.com/en

not only to reflect the enchanting beauty of seashells and the splendid
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Kyogawara, traditional roof tiles made in Kyoto, is the profession of

www.pierrecharrie.com
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